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(Schott). Vivaldi's Four Seasons is one the best known and prettiest works of the Baroque Era,
consisting of four movements. Before each concerto is a sonnet, probably composed by Vivaldi, that
characterizes each respective season. This beautiful songbook features full-color illustrations, a
summary, composer notes, and easy piano arrangements.
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The recording is crisp and superb. Ms Brown gives a very pleasing interpretation of this piece of
Vivaldi's work. Her playing is clean, bright and energetic. The energy and moods are easily felt by
the listener. I recommend this CD to both anyone who is just starting to enjoy classical music as well
as the seasoned listener who enjoys the baroque era and is building a collection of Violin masters.
When this CD was first released several years ago I searched high and low and couldn't find it. All
sold out everywhere. I was so happy to learn Hanssler did another issue and now I finally have my
own copy.

This score is one of the easiest to follow whether in a concert hall or listening to a CD at home. One
can also play directly from the score due its clear printing and spacey musical notes. This musical
composition contains only 4-6 instrumental "roles" consisting of strings and bass continu; which
makes it an excellent score to follow even by a newbie musician who just starts reading a full
musical score;(in comparison to Berlioz's "symphonie fantastique" 5th movement, over 27 different

musical instrumental roles playing simultaneously). The listener can easily find his way: bars are
numbered and above the musical tones there are short descriptive sceneries comments which
serve as "Mile Stones". Actually just by listening to the music one can easily navigate himself since
Vivaldi's music is very descriptive and effective in creating vivid mental pictures of: storms, rain,
thunder, chorus birds' songs, a dizzy drunkard; no listener will mistake one for the other.Score also
contains the sonnets text, upon which the "The Four Seasons" violin concerto is based. A slight
drawback, the musical score is somewhat scanty on dynamics especially at critical stages as the
climax of "thunder and lightning" in "Spring" 1st movement in bars: 44, 45, 47 (pages 4-5) "forte"
instructions are omitted. Despite that fact this miniature score is still highly enjoyable and
recommended.

This book, which is a combination of music/text/pictures, is an excellent way to experience Vivaldi's
"Four Seasons." Many people are familiar with the music, but how many know that sonnets were
printed along with it, to help give imagery to the concertos as they're heard? This book takes that
idea one step further, adding prints of paintings from artists who were active during Vivaldi's lifetime.
All of these prints depict scenes from the various seasons, and all can be found in the collections of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The aforementioned sonnets appear alongside the prints, and are
listed in both English and the original Italian verse.A few notes: the music comes in the form of a
CD, and it is encased in plastic on the inside back cover of the book. One should be careful when
removing the plastic, because if you remove too much of it, you won't have a place to store the CD.
I cut a slit a few inches down so that I can remove the CD but also return it there when finished.
There is no "jewel case" for the CD. On a positive note, an extra concerto was included on the CD,
which is not part of "The Four Seasons." Vivaldi's "Concerto for Mandolin" etc. (RV 425) can be
found at the end of the CD, an unexpected bonus!Four stars. A nice little combination to be
experiecned together - listen to the music, read the sonnets, and view the paitings. This makes an
excellent inexpensive gift for a music lover (or even for yourself)!

I bought this with my intermediate students in mind. I found these arrangements quite good from
musical and pianistic point of view. Well done!

These are worth the price just for the beautiful sketches and the music for the Piano is quite good. I
own the entire series and I am very happy with my purchase.
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